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SUPERIOR PRODUCTS

is a manufacturer of only the highest quality automotive
and industrial cleaning products and supplies. Over the years, we have built our reputation by selling
quality products with the professional user in mind. We are very confident in our products and offer
a 100% buy back guarantee if our products do not perform as promised.
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SOAPS
3

C44

C60

C62

Wash-N-Shine

Dirt Buster

Cherry Foam

While not a true “wash and wax” soap Wash-NShine will leave clear coat and windows with a shiny
protective coating. We believe this is the perfect
blend of detergent strength and protection on the
market today.

Pleasant cherry scent and lots of suds make this a
customer favorite. Dirt Buster features high, stable
foam made with the highest quality film free rinsing
agents. Dirt Buster will gently lift dirt away from the
vehicles surface; hold the dirt in suspension allowing
the rinsing agents to safely rinse the dirt away from
the surface. Add just 1-2 ounces of dirt buster to a 5
gallon bucket for optimal use.

Can be diluted 36:1-120:1. This soap is very cost
effective and provides high quality soap at a
reasonable price. Extremely high sudsing car wash
soap. Product is specifically formulated to maximize
cleaning while minimizing the cost to the customer.
Product has a cherry fragrance added which is very
popular with our customers.

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

C65

C79

J75

Vehicle Soap With Wax

Scrub-N-Suds

Wash-N-Wax

Vehicle Soap With Wax is concentrated car soap with
liquid wax added in to the formula. This product
will bring to life the wax that is already on the car’s
surface. It is easy to use and works great. Only one to
two ounces of product needed per five gallon bucket
to make your car shiny and clean.

This is a concentrated carpet shampoo. This is a very
foamy product and should be used sparingly. Pour
.5-2 oz into your carpet shampoo machine and Scrub
n Suds will do the work while leaving the carpet fabric
fresh soft and clean. You can also use this product
if you are hand washing a vehicle since it is a very
sudsy product.

Great at combating water spots. Formulated to help water
“Sheet Off” during rinsing to aid in even drying and reduce
water spots on your finish. Highly concentrated and you
only need 1-2 ounces of soap per 5 gallon bucket of water.
Specifically blended to easily lift off dirt and grime from your
finish, and at the same time is gentle on your finish without
stripping away any wax or protection. Safe for all surfaces,
and will leave a perfectly clean shiny finish.

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 55Gal

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 55 Gal

C14

NEW PRODUCT

C15

NEW PRODUCT

C19

Heavy Duty Enzyme Cleaner

Orange Crush

Superior Products Does It All Enzyme Cleaner
Concentrate, leaves no sticky residue. Low sudsing
and water softening. Use in hot or cold water. Use
with extractor, Do-All system or by hand. Use on
Hard or soft systems. May be used at full strength
on difficult stains and odors. Dilute 3-4oz per
gallon for minor stains and odors.

Superior Products HEAVY DUTY Enzyme Cleaner
Concentrate, leaves no sticky residue. Low
sudsing and water softening. Use in hot or cold
water. Use with extractor, Do-All system or by
hand. Use on Hard or soft systems. Dilute 1:4 to
1:8 parts per quart.

Formulated with lanolin to put back the natural oils
that deep cleaning will remove. Each gallon comes
with a heavy-duty pump that will quickly dispense
the soap and withstand the harsh pumice that
destroys most other hand soap pumps before the
product is completely used.

Available 1Gal

Available 1Gal

Available 1Gal

C46

C57

Road Warrior

Power House

Fire Power

Road Warrior is a versatile soap/degreaser with more uses
than most. Road Warriors non caustic and neutral formula
makes it ideal for black streak remover on gel coats such
as RV’s and boats. Road Warrior is water based so it will
not harm decals on the sides of your camper or boat. This
product also works great on cleaning gutters and siding on
your home. Safe for use in pressure washers.

Power House is a blend of water miscible
solvents, non-ionic surfactants and alkaline
hydroxides designed to clean any washable
surfaces. Power House all purpose cleaner
removes dirt and stains from fabric, vinyl,
leather and carpeting. Its Ideal for chrome and
floor mats.

A non caustic, low foam cleaner for use where strong
chemical odor is a problem. Powerful surfactants
make Fire Power a potent cleaner without the
discomfort of traditional caustic cleaners without
sacrificing cleaning ability. Perfect for scrubbing
machines and extractors where low foam is desired.

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

Available 19oz Spray Can

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

NEW PRODUCT

C58

CLEANERS

Does It All Enzyme Cleaner
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C59

C66

C67

Green All

Rage

Pink Perfection

A favorite from the beginning Green All has been
cleaning everything from engines to leather seats for
a long time. Green All is composed of 15 different
raw materials making it one of the best all purpose
cleaners on the market. Versatility is what you get
by tuning the dilution to your specific needs. Dilute
up to 10:1.

Superior Products premier all purpose exterior
cleaner. Rage will be the most effective cleaner
you have used for Tires,Wheels and Bugs or your
money back! Dilute 4:1 in one of our empty 5Gal
containers for most exterior cleaning. Spray on, let
dwell for a few seconds and power wash off. It’s
that easy.

A concentrated cleaner, similar to Green-All, except
Pink Perfection also has additional cleaning chemicals.
This product combines soap in the car wash products
with the cleaning properties of Green-All. This product
is great on carpets, vinyl and seats. Pink Perfection is
also an excellent bug remover and very easy to use.

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

RETAIL

RETAIL

32oz

32oz

C81
C81

C68

C80

Bugs Be Gone

Wire Wheel Cleaner

Bugz Be Gone works great on any glass surface to
remove those unwanted bugs. This product is safe on
painted surfaces and works great on removing those
pesky love bugs. Complemented with one of our
honeycomb scours (B104) Bugz Be Gone will take
the bugs off your car effortlessly.

Acid based cleaner strong enough for any job where acid
is desired. Dilute up to 4:1 for general wheel cleaning or
use full strength where the job is very extreme. Will stain
uncoated aluminum wheels so be sure the surface you are
applying on has a clear coat. Excellent brake dust remover!
If it comes into contact with skin, wash it off immediately.
ALWAYS WEAR GLOVES AND EYE PROTECTION.

Light duty aerosol shampoo for use on auto and
home interiors as well as show rooms and customer
waiting areas. Dry foam cleaner will not “wet”
surfaces so there is no need for them to dry out
when you are finished. Good for touching up cars
after mechanics are finished with them or general
cleaning just about anywhere else.

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

Available 19oz Spray, Case

C82

C89

C90

Non Acid Universal Cleaner

White Wall 1000

White Wall 500

Non Acid Cleaner was designed as the true universal
all purpose cleaner. Use for Interior or exterior
vehicle cleaning, as a prep soap for your car wash
and a general purpose cleaner for your shop.
Designed to be diluted 4:1 in one of our empty 5Gal
containers for easy dispensing into spray bottles.

Concentrated for economical tire cleaning when
diluted 1:1 with water. Use to brighten white letters
and white walls as well as cleaning all black tires.
White Wall 1000 is professional strength and will
make cleaning tires and rubber very easy. If you
like Wesley’s bleach white you will LOVE White
Wall 1000!

Use to brighten white letters and white walls as well
as cleaning all black tires and rubbers.

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 55Gal

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 55Gal

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 55Gal

Interior Shampoo

RETAIL

CLEANERS

32oz
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RETAIL

22oz

C91

C92

C95

Concrete Floor Cleaner

Zap It

Leather Cleaner

This is a heavy duty biodegradable granular floor
cleaner. Sprinkle cleaner on previously wetted
surface and let stand for a few minutes. Scrub with
a stiff broom and rinse into a drain. Concrete floor
cleaner is orange in color and turns green once it
gets wets. Works great and very easy to use.

Our most unique cleaner by far, Zap-It is tough
enough to tackle the worst interiors. Citrus fortified
for safe effective cleaning of stained carpets, seats,
interior panels and greasy steering wheels. If Zap-It
doesn’t get it out it’s not coming out! Make sure to
shake Zap It very well before dispensing into spray
bottles. Also works great in Tornado systems.

Safely remove dirt and oil buildup from your leather
seats without leaving residue or film. Leather cleaner
should not be used on seats that have been treated
with a vinyl dye. For maximum results follow Leather
Cleaner with F70 Leather Lotion for a perfectly clean
and dressed seat.

Available 10 LB, 40 LB, 100LB, 400 LB

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal
RETAIL

32oz

F30

J70

J72

F-30 Acid Cleaner

Aluminum Brightener

Heavy Duty Cleaner

Concentrate cleaner that will remove brake dust, tar,
grime, rust, etc. Dilute this product as needed. Wheel
should be cool and sprayed with water first, then spray
on F30 Acid and let it soak for 30 seconds to one minute, then spray off the wheel completely. Make sure the
wheel you are applying to contains a clear coat. ALWAYS
USE RUBBER GLOVES AND EYE PROTECTION.

This is an acid based cleaner that will brighten
and clean aluminum surfaces. The surface should
be cool and sprayed with water first, then spray
on the aluminum brightener and let it soak
for 30 seconds to one minute, then spray it off
completely. ALWAYS USE RUBBER GLOVES AND
EYE PROTECTION.

A concentrated cleaner that can be diluted depending
on the severity of the job. Try a high ratio of
water first then strengthen as needed. Useful for
cleaning and degreasing floors, equipment and other
hard surfaces. After applying, grime and dirt will
immediately begin to dissolve.

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 55 Gal

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 55 Gal

Truck & Trailer Cleaner
A fast acting concentrate for removal of road film,
grime and black streaks found on trailers. Safe for
vehicle surfaces when using high pressure equipment. Fantastic cleaner formulated to quickly cut
through road grime and film leaving a sparkling
clean vehicle with minimal effort. Try on smoke
stacks and chrome also.

CLEANERS

J74

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 55 Gal

6

F88
Cover-All High Gloss
This is a solvent-based ready to use dressing. High
gloss formula is very durable and water repellant for
a long lasting shine that can’t be beat. On tires, just
spray it on and let dry. Cover All quickly becomes
a favorite for anyone who tries it. This product is
flammable and should not be used to brighten the
engine compartment.
Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal
RETAIL

DRESSINGS

22oz

F96
Cover-All High Gloss Aerosol
This is the aerosol version of our Cover All High Gloss
tire dressing. Formula is very durable and water
repellant for a long lasting shine that can’t be beat.
Just spray and walk away. This product will outlast any
competing tire dressing.

Available 14oz Spray, Case

7

F70

F71

F75

Leather Lotion

Rubber Dressing

Cover-All Semi Gloss

Thick and creamy leather protectant and moisturizer
with new leather scent. Leather lotion will protect
against the suns UV rays while moisturizing to keep
seats soft and supple for a long time to come.

This is a water based concentrate containing no silicone at all making it safe around paint booths. Dilute
up to 4:1 with water based on the desired results.
Rubber dressing will give tires and rubber a “new”
look without being greasy. BODY SHOP SAFE

Cover All semi gloss is similar to Cover-All high gloss
but with less shine. Cover All Semi Gloss still has UV
protectant and works great. Works great to condition
and protect your tires, vinyl and plastic in one easy
step. This product is also flammable and should not
be used on engines.

Available 16oz, 1Gal

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

F76

F78

F89

Super Shine II

Aqua Gloss

Nu Gloss

Ready to use milky white water based interior and
tire dressing. Spray it on and wipe it off. If you are
looking for a new black look without too much shine
Super Shine is a great product to use. This product can
be used on dashboards, vinyl, plastic, bumpers, tires
and most rubber surfaces.

Zero V.O.C.’s and all business, this concentrate dressing
will fill every single need you have for shining and
protecting rubber and plastic. Whether it’s brushed on
full strength, cut 1:1 and sprayed on for high gloss on
tires or 2:1 on interiors and motors Aqua Gloss has
what you need. Water based to allow you to control the
level of shine. More Aqua Gloss equals more shine.

Excellent choice for the detail shop looking for
a professional finish at an affordable price. Our
medium grade silicone based tire dressing works
great and is priced competitively. This product is
flammable and should not be used to brighten the
engine compartment. Best when applied to a cool,
clean surface.

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

F91

F91

F98

California Cover-All

California Cover-All

Instant Shine

Similar to Cover All, California Cover All is VOC
compliant in all states. We recommend wiping
this product on tires and interior versus spraying.
California Cover All will outlast any competitors’
product and your customer will love the results. This
product is solvent based and does contain silicone.
Excellent UV protectant and conditioner for tires,

Similar to Cover All, California Cover All is VOC compliant in all states. California Cover All will outlast any
competitors’ product and your customer will love the
results. This product is solvent based and does contain
silicone. Excellent UV protectant and conditioner for
tires, plastic and vinyl. No wiping required.

This product is used primarily to shine the interior.
Instant Shine is very easy to use and works great on
bumpers, dashboards or any hard to reach areas that
you want to shine. Instant Shine can also be sprayed
directly into the vent. No wiping required, makes
cleaning tight air vent slots a breeze.

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

Available 14oz Spray, Case

Available 11oz Spray, Case

RETAIL

22oz

DRESSINGS
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9

C77

D10

D25

Muscle Magic

Parts Washing Solvent

Super Blue

Muscle Magic is water based extremely strong
degreaser for use on greasy engines, tires and wheels
as well as a concrete cleaner on shop floors and
driveways. Muscle Magic is a concentrate so dilute
appropriately for each job. If you like purple power
you will LOVE Muscle Magic!

This petroleum solvent will degrease effectively but
offers a relatively safe flash point of 140 degrees F.
Cleans industrial equipment and parts quickly and
efficiently. Do not use on arcing electrical equipment
or on open flame. Will leave a slight oil film to help
prevent rust and light lubrication.

This is a very strong engine degreaser and tar
remover. Fast acting blue liquid will cling to vertical surfaces and immediately begin to dissolve tar
and film. Will not remove paint but may discolor
certain plastics.

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30Gal, 55Gal

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 55 Gal

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 55 Gal

D40

D50

D150

Super Sol

Final Sol

Brake Parts Cleaner

Super Sol is a great solvent based tar and adhesive
remover that is 100% VOC COMPLIANT and can be
sold in any state. This product works great on glue,
tar, grease and oil. It will remove wax so do not use
on a freshly waxed vehicle surface. Try Super Sol in
an inconspicuous area first to make sure it will not
harm the surface.

Final Sol is an excellent tar, wax, grease and
adhesive remover. Safe on paint and can be used
for surface preparation in body shops also.

This is a non chlorinated Brake Parts Cleaner and
is only available in a liquid form. Solvent-based
product designed to quickly clean brake parts. Dries
fast and leaves no residue. Product is fast drying
making quick work of dirty automotive parts. VOC
States we have an alternate version available.

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 55Gal

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 55 Gal

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 55 Gal

D99

J73

Citrus Solvent

Super D Degreaser

A Commercial Heavy Duty Citrus Degreaser that
powers through the toughest grease, dirt and grime,
dissolving away the most stubborn stains. This
solvent based degreaser is great for cleaning tough
jobs on nearly every surface, and it deodorizes as it
cleans with real citrus solvents. Be careful with use
on plastic surfaces.

Spray directly on extremely greasy/dirty engines,
concrete floors or other items to be degreased. Super
D Degreaser is water based and can be used for
engine degreasing, tire and interior cleaning and
floor cleaning. Formula is designed to remove the
heaviest dirt, grease and grime.

Water Soluble D-Limonene based degreaser can
be used full strength for the greasiest jobs without
fear of damaging anything. Can also be used in
extractors and will leave a pleasant orange scent
behind.

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 55 Gal

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 55Gal

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 55 Gal

IP 1150
Orange Blast

MINIMIZE SWIRL

by maintaining
clean buff pads.

TO CLEAN
soak in warm water
and ring dry.

NS in part number on waxes and compounds stands for No Silicone

NS600

NS1100

Heavy Compound

Medium Compound

Extreme Cut

Extremely aggressive cutting abrasives with heavy
duty cleaners leaving little spatter and sling. Works
quickly and cuts deep removing heavy scratches and
paint defects with easy clean up involved. Heavy
Compound cuts out extreme scratches and oxidation.

Medium Compound contains no wax or silicone. This
product works great at removing scratches, paint
blemishes, and stains with very little pad build up.
Can also be used on moderate scratches, oxidation
and renewing old and faded non-clear finishes.

Microfine polishing abrasives with little spatter
and sling. Removes light to moderate scratches,
oxidation, and swirls. Produces a smooth gloss finish
and easy clean up. Body shop application for either
whole car or spot panels creating an attractive gloss
makes extreme cut very easy to use.

Available 16oz, 1 Quart, 1Gal

Available 16oz, 1 Quart, 1Gal

Available 16oz, 1 Quart, 1Gal

NS1200

NS1800

NS2200

Super Cut

Easy Cut

Final Step

Super Cut works quickly and leaves a clean finish. This
product works best at removing medium scratches
and defects with sand scratches up to 1200 grit. Super
Cut chemically reduces imperfections instead of using
actual grit in the formula. This is a favorite among
body shops and our most popular compound.

Contains no wax or silicone. Easy cut has special
micro fine abrasives making it ideal to remove
minor imperfections and scratches. 100% Body shop
safe and leaves no powdery residue. Best at removing sand scratches up to 1800 grit and swirl removal.

Final Step contains no wax or silicone and special
abrasives permit use on both new and old paint making it easy to use. Best at removing sand scratches up
to 2200 grit and swirl removal. This product is a great
way to finish off your paint leveling and leaves a nice
shine. Final Step will also polish taillight lenses.

Available 16oz, 1 Quart, 1Gal

Available 16oz, 1 Quart, 1Gal

Available 16oz, 1 Quart, 1Gal

COMPOUNDS

NS500
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WAXES

WAXES
Header Graphic
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C84

C84R

P100

Formula 4 Spray Wax

RTU Spray Wax

Slick Finish

Spray Wax is highly concentrated and will allow
the water to bead up and fall directly off the car.
Excellent spot free rinse. It has a great lasting ability
and will outperform name brand products. Dilute
product 10:1

Ready to use water-soluble car wash wax used to
put an extra shine on cars going through a car
wash. Protects the vehicles surface while it shines.
This product is great when applied to a vehicle
surface after being washed and still wet. The water
will bead up allowing for easy removal and spot
free finish.

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30 Gal, 55 Gal

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal

Slick Finish is a superior wax for the finest cars.
Car enthusiastic people near and far absolutely
love this product. Slick Finish is a non-abrasive
polish that adds extra gloss and protection to the
vehicles finish. Slick Finish is long lasting and
easy to use. This wax leaves a beautiful mirror
like finish.
Available 16oz, 1 Quart, 1Gal

P101

P102

P125

EZShine

Show Car Shine

Liquid Pearl

EZ Shine is a static eliminating quick detailer and clay
bar lubricant that’s as effective as it is versatile. Spray
and wipe off a dusty car between washes to keep up
that new car finish, or cut 1:1 with water for use as a
clay bar lubricant. EZ shine contains a mix of polish
and liquid wax making it one of the best quick detailers on the market at a fraction of the price.

Show Car Shine is a body shop safe quick detailer
that cleans, brightens and shines. Show car shine will
remove fingerprints, smudges and oily smears. This
product will work great on windows, chrome, plastic,
rubber and wood trim.

This non abrasive polish is used on the finest cars in the
world. Adds gloss and protection to your vehicles finish
and also used to restore oxidized finishes. Liquid Pearl
heightens the depth of colors resulting in the ultimate
shine and resists ultra violet rays and acid rain. Liquid
Pearl is a good option to use when temperatures are
high and humid due to its ability not to streak.

Available 16oz, 1 Quart, 1Gal, 5 Gal

Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal

Available 16oz, 1 Quart, 1Gal

RETAIL

32oz

P18

P38

One Step

Kwik Seal

Carnauba Creme

Clear coat polish and sealing glaze. This product will
work great on boats and RV’s. One Step restores dull
oxidized vehicles and brings back color and shine.
Leaves a mirror like finish and it is easy to use. If you
need a good polish for a clear coat finish this wax will
work great.

This one step cleaner/wax removes road film, tar, and
tree sap while polishing the surface. Also cleans and
shines chrome and polished aluminum. Product will
come separated with a clear top and white bottom.
Shake product well before using on vehicles surface.

Carnauba Cream is a professional formulation that
contains mild cleaners, polymers, co-polymers, and
Carnauba wax produces a deep, lustrous shine with
excellent water beading and detergent resistant
characteristics. Our ultimate final finish wax leaves a
long lasting, protective finish.

Available 16oz, 1 Quart, 1Gal

Available 16oz, 1Gal

Available 16oz, 1 Quart, 1Gal

A50

P44

B10

Ceramic Coating

A-1 Glaze

12oz Compound Bottle

Our NANO CERAMIC COATING 5K bonds to the painted
surface by chemically cross linking and providing wear
resistance. NANO CERAMIC COATING 5K will provide
years of protection against all types of environmental
attacks. The self-cleaning, non-stick protective barrier
creates an immense amount of surface tension to keep
the painted surface looking its best!

A-1 Glaze contains high tech polymers and UV protectants which together produce a deep, lustrous shine with
excellent water beading and detergent resistance. Ultra
mild cleaners formulated in A-1 Glaze work to ensure
a flawless long lasting finish. A-1 Glaze is perfect at
bringing back faded color on the vehicles surface making it a great oxidation remover.

This 12oz compound bottle works great with any
of Superior Products waxes. Wax compund bottle
makes it easier to appy the wax or compund to the
surface of the vehicle before buffing. Ideal for any
viscous products.

Available 1 Quart

Available 16oz, 1 Quart, 1Gal

NEW PRODUCT

WAXES

P150
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WINDOW CLEANERS

G50

G70

G71

Superior Glass Cleaner

Clear View

Windshield FLD Concentrate

Non streaking aerosol glass cleaner is safe for all
windows. Ammonia FREE making it safe on any
tinted surface superior glass cleaner is very foamy
and will not run down the window. Also works great
on mirrors and chrome.

Clear View is a concentrated liquid glass cleaner.
One gallon will produce five gallons of ready to use
glass cleaner. Non streaking formula makes it great
and easy to use. Clear view cuts grease to leave
your appliances, windows, mirrors and chrome shiny
and clean.

Concentrate windshield fluid predominantly sold
to dealerships, mechanic shops and body shops.
Dilutions depend on summer blend vs winter blend.
Please call for a chart to be supplied on correct
dilutions for proper use.

Available 19oz Spray, Case

Available 1Gal, 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 55Gal

Available 5 Gal, 55 Gal
RETAIL

32oz

Available in 2 OZ, 16 OZ, 1/2 GAL, 1 GAL, 5 GAL

100% VOC Compliant Oil Based Fragrances

S12 COOL BREEZE

S20 STRAWBERRY

S13 MELON MADNESS S25 RED DELICIOUS

S32 COCONUT
S33 PEACH

S14 BLACK GOLD

S26 MULBERRY

S35 LOVE IT

S16 NEW CAR

S27 FRENCH VANILLA		

S36 TROPICAL SUNSET

S17 JASMINE

S29 SIMPLE PLEASURE

S38 PEACHES & CREAM

S18 YELLOW ROSE

S30 MANGO OIL 		

S40 PARADISE

S19 MIDNIGHT MIST

S31 BABY POWDER		

100% VOC Compliant Water Based Fragrances
S21 CHERRY
S86 MANGO S94 GREEN APPLE
S10 Odor Eliminator Concentrate Available 16oz, 1Gal, 5 Gal

Odor Bomb

FRAGRANCES

HT19065 Fresh Air Odor Bomb - Aerosol
HT19060 New Car Odor Bomb - Aerosol

13

AirPlay Oil Based Fragrances
Available at www.airplayfresh.com
AP01 BLU CHILL

AP02 RED RIOT

AP03 GREEN LIGHT AP04 PINK SUGAR
AP00 Case include 3 of each scent in a custom display bax

B104

B5

Wash Mitt

Honeycomb Scour Block

Wool Buff Pad Velcro Backing

B17

DS30

DS32

Yellow Foam Polishing Pad

64 2oz glass bottles & sprayers

Light Clay Bar Overspray Remover

DS36

DS56

DS59

Quick Serve Spicket

Standard Sprayer & Bottle

Jumbo Sprayer & Bottle

DS61

DS71

DS72

Chemical Resistant Sprayer

Chemical Resistant Sprayer & Bottle

Acid Sprayer

DS73

H22

H30

Fishing Sprayer

Dual End Toothbrush

Pet Hair Rock

H32

H33

H38

Nylon Tire Brush

Brass Tire Brush

Truck Washing Brush

ACCESSORIES

B66
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SOAPS

C62

C62R

CS62

Cherry Foam Soap

Cherry RED Foam Brush Soap

Grape Explosion

Dilute 128:1 This soap is very cost effective and provides
high quality soap at a reasonable price. Extremely high sudsing
car wash soap. Product is specifically formulated to maximize
cleaning while minimizing the cost to the customer. Product has a
cherry fragrance added which is very popular with our customers.

Dilute 128:1 This soap is very cost effective and provides high
quality soap at a reasonable price. Extremely high sudsing car wash
soap. Product is specifically formulated to maximize cleaning while
minimizing the cost to the customer. Product has a cherry fragrance
and red colored foam which is very popular with our customers.

360:1 Extremely strong grape fragrance and vibrant purple
foam. This product produces a clear purple viscous hyper concentrated liquid high foaming detergent. It works great in all wash
bays. It is very concentrated making it economical to use. Excellent
foamer and lubricant for brushes and cloth. This product is 100%
safe for the environment. EPA approved raw materials were used
in manufacturing Grape Explosion.

Available 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30 Gal, 55 Gal

Available 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30 Gal, 55 Gal

Available 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30 Gal, 55 Gal

C85

CS76

Presoak

Prep Power Clean

Dilute 120:1 A highly concentrated pre-soak solution.
Operator simply puts pump hose into the pre-soak container and
sets adjustments to proper dilution ratio. Presoak is formulated to
loosen road grime and prepare the surface of the vehicle for the
next step. Very economical due to high dilution rate. Also works
great as a bug remover.

Dilute 200 :1 This presoak has amazing cleaning abilities

Available 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30 Gal, 55 Gal

Available 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30 Gal, 55 Gal

and a wonderful tropical scent. Perfect addition to your automatic
car wash. Applicable with any car wash systems. Prep Power
Clean works best in touchless systems. It is a mild alkaline liquid
detergent that supplies adequate foam and an excellent cleaner
for bugs and pollen.

PROD
HYDROMINDER DILUTION CHART
TIP 			MODEL		MODEL		MODEL		MODEL		MODEL
COLOR		506/511 515			525/530 546/530 560/561

PRESOAKS

NO TIP		 4:1			1:1			4:1			6:1			10:1
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Grey			 5:1			1.2:1			6:1			10:1			20:1
Black		6:1			2:1			10:1			20:1			30:1
Beige		 8:1			4:1			20:1			32:1			64:1
Red			 17:1			6:1			35:1			48:1			128:1

C78 (Low Ph)

C70

Step One Presoak

Step Two Presoak

Blue			 25:1			10:1			55:1			96:1			173:1

Dilute 90:1 Step 1 Presoak is a specially formulated

Dilute 100:1 Complex industrial strength formula will

Green		 48:1			21:1			100:1		176:1		306:1

presoak for the transportation industry designed to be used as
the first step in touch-less systems. It has also been found to be
an excellent cleaner for highly polished stainless and aluminum
tankers. The unique blend of wetting agents, emulsifiers,
builders, and solvents act synergistically to penetrate and
remove tough dirt and road film.

clean better than any other cleaners. Most competitive products
have three or four active ingredients and the rest water; Step
Two Presoak has over 15 raw materials in the formula so
you can be assured the product is cleaning all aspects of the
vehicle’s surface. Step Two Presoak is environmentally friendly
and will not harm rubber, paint, plastic fabric or most common
cleaning surfaces.

Available 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30 Gal, 55 Gal

Available 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30 Gal, 55 Gal

White		 23:1			9:1			52:1			67:1			144:1
Tan			 36:1			13:1			70:1			144:1		218:1
Orange		 64:1			26:1			140:1		234:1		424:1
Brown		 75:1			30:1			160:1		296:1		768:1
Yellow		 90:1			38:1			190:1		416:1		896:1
Purple		 120:1		50:1			250:1		596:1		930:1
Pink			 240:1		100:1		530:1		1024:1		1024:1

C84

Rainbow Foam Wax

Formula 4 Spray Wax

Dilute 120:1 This product is a highly concentrated

Dilute 300:1 Concentrated watersoluble car wash wax
used to put an extra shine on cars going through a car wash.
Protects the vehicles surface while it shines. This product beads the
water for easy removal and quick dry high gloss appearance.

Available 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30 Gal, 55 Gal

Available 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30 Gal, 55 Gal

foaming wax for use in automatic and selfserve car washes.
It produces creamy foam that visually assures the user of its
presence. Rainbow Foam Wax provides a vehicle with a coating
of weather protection and road salt insulation and produces a
very bright high luster finish.
Availabile in red, blue, green, or yellow foam.

C86

C99

High Gloss Spray Wax

Drying Agent

Dilute 300:1 This formula is made to allow the water to bead
up and fall directly off the car. It has a great lasting ability and will
out perform name brand products.

Dilute 400:1 Premium quality drying agent specially formulated to remove water from vehicle surfaces. Promotes beading for
fast water drop off and increased dryer efficiency.

Available 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30 Gal, 55 Gal

Available 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30 Gal, 55 Gal

CS88

Foaming White Wall

Heavy Duty Tire Cleaner

Dilute 10:1 Foaming White Wall is a liquid concentrate

Dilute 50:1 Concentrated tire cleaner. Removes grease and

Available 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30 Gal, 55 Gal

Available 5 Gal, 15 Gal, 30 Gal, 55 Gal

specifically formulated for tough soils associated with tire and
wheel cleaning. It brightens raised lettered tires as well as cleans
difficult wire and honeycomb wheels

heavy soils from white walls and tires. Also works great on break
dust and grime.

TIRE & WHEEL

C88

FOAM SPRAY &WAXES

DUCTS

C83
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